Forum:Pheromone Reviews - Real People - Real Reviews Real Pheromones
Thread: Uber &quot;Sledgehammer&quot; : Mixes Wanted
theLaw - May 2, 2015, 5:09 pm

Not sure how much longer I'm going to be driving for Uber (got all the stories I can handle), so I'm
putting out a call for any "Sledgehammer" mixes to test.
Here is the criteria :
+ Mix must work with no initial escalation (think bomb not sniper)
+ Must stay effective over 6-8hrs or be able to be reapplied for same effectiveness (no changing
molecules like Evolve-gives uneven results)
+ Not too intimidating or Aggressive (remember sometimes people are drunk)
+ No subtlety (nothing like NA - most of these tests are at night with no face-to-face interactions as I
am driving)
+ Hits quickly (5 min max)
Mixes already Tested :
Evolve + Cohesion
Evolve + Cohesion + SOB (spray and Oil)
Bliss + Cohesion + Evolve
Xist + Cohesion
Xist + Cohesion + Evolve
Xist + SOB
Voodoo
SOB
The Hookup
AM
AM + Cohesion
LIIK (version 2)
Glace
AM + Glace
ACE
XS129B (PSE)
Xist (Spray)
Taboo (Spray)
Xist + Taboo (spray)
Dancing Joker's Mix
DP
On Deck :
Desire Me (oil)

Domination
MX353 + ??? (or MX297 + ???) - social punch of 297-like effects + Sexual
(New w/dionone) AM/LIIK/Corpo
Dionone-based colognes
Zero-69
Some mix from Thunder (may email him for suggestion)-not sure that Core will hit heavy enough
without escalation
TL
TT
Looking for Suggestions if you have 'em..............remember....."Sledgehammer"!!!
***Please note that these tests are not designed to fully vet a mix/product, but to just look at one
specific use for those mixes***
SeekingSuccess - May 2, 2015, 8:02 pm

What age group are you going for?
jjs1234 - May 2, 2015, 9:07 pm

How about which ones have already worked for you?

Like as in... your driving a chick and she instead wants to go to your place or... bj as your driving...
any of those??
dsouza - May 2, 2015, 9:27 pm

Please tell us more about the age group of most of these women? That will help make matter a lot
more concrete. If there mostly one type of race state that two. If its a mixture of ages and races
state that three.
Cheers
dsouza
theLaw - May 2, 2015, 10:11 pm

(05-02-2015 3:02 PM)SeekingSuccess Wrote: &nbsp;What age group are you going for?
Targets :20-30yrs old
College or late 20s - Predominantly caucasion
theLaw - May 2, 2015, 10:17 pm

(05-02-2015 4:07 PM)jjs1234 Wrote: &nbsp;How about which ones have already worked for you?

Like as in... your driving a chick and she instead wants to go to your place or... bj as your driving...
any of those??
For details, please check my other posts.
Successful mixes include the following products so far :
Evolve
Cohesion
SOB
AM

Ascend
Xist (spray only)
Ekscentra - May 2, 2015, 10:31 pm

I haven't tested it yet, but it sounds like Titan is what you're looking for from Apex.
Personally, I'd recommend Desire Me Plus Spray with either S.O.B. or Primitive, and to top it off,
25mcg P83 (Steve sells what is supposedly P83). Normally I'd recommend P103, but it does in fact
stop working after a certain amount of time - probably some sort of tolerance build-up. Granted, it is
*very* intense as a disinhibitor during initial contact. At what point it stops working I can't be too
sure, and even if I were, it may not be precisely the same for you.
pherosloth - May 2, 2015, 11:44 pm

Seems most people would suggest p83 over p103 simply because of that build up factor. However,
103 may hit right away but if nothing is done with the opportunity, it may actually work against you.
Has anyone noticed a build up effect with p83 where it stops working After so long? And i think i
found out a little something about latinas, and i have a feeling based on some reactions at the store
about high Androstenone, where even younger than 20 like around 12ish or 13ish can notice it too.
They all turned my way and held gaze. This is what im looking for in the 20-30 range lol . This was
using 2 drops Ascend behind each ear and smeared across jawline, 1 drop Cohesion on the back of
my neck around 9am, and 4 sprays SOB (sample bottle), at about 10:30am. Then another 2 sample
sprays SOB at about 2:30, and its true, younger targets eat up that Androstenone up! Almost
seems like the ones going into their fertile parts of their menstrual cycle, but before i can actually
claim that as a statement i will have to do more testing. I can only imaginr what will happen if i use
SOB+Turn Up The Heat+p75... also anyone know which is actually better Between Turn Up The
Heat and SOB?
theLaw - May 3, 2015, 6:21 pm

(05-02-2015 5:17 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;For details, please check my other posts.
Successful mixes include the following products so far :
Evolve
Cohesion
SOB
AM
Ascend
Xist (spray only)
Quick note about the success, or lack thereof for some of my previous tests :
All tests done before 04/24/15 had possible application errors. I was applying multiple oils/sprays in
the same spot without allowing drying time.
My current process is to apply each oil or spray in a different pulse-point location including all
"cover" scents (cologne) with zero overlapping or layering allowing as much coverage as possible
for each product. This should produce maximum diffusion, and protect against any contamination.
Given the success of some of my previous tests, I still consider those tests valid, but dosages may
need to be adjusted. This may also explain some of my inconsistent results when using sprays vs
oils for a particular product.
Many more tests coming soon!

pherosloth - May 3, 2015, 7:50 pm

Yeah, leave certain app points to a solo item, like vohesion always sits on the back of my neck, npt
sure if i still have the chance to suffer dienone depression but I don't want to chance it. Ascend
under the nose on upper lip for self effects, ear lobes, and jawline, and then SOB on the neck.
Since doing this i avoid cross contamination of molecules and each works individually on its own to
create a team play effect. My results appear consistent, im just now working with dosages. Ive
tried 2 samples sprays SOB, 2 drops Ascend, and 1 drops cohesion, and 4+2+2 in the same order.
Ive also tried 2+3+2 and seemed to standoffish. Mh sweet spot for Ascend appears to be two
sample bottle drops, and SOB seems to be 4 sample bottle sprays. Ive figured that cohesion by
itself works with two drops but with this kind of mix, it may be best at 1 drop.
Im just curious to test out this Turn Up The Heat everyone has been in an uproar about. Hopefully
it comes in tomorrow. As for my samples they are near gone and so i may have to go SOBless for
a bit until i get some more, unless i put in an order for SOB and Ascend. But im still torn between
SOB as oil or spray. I have yet to try the oil but i read it has 7x the potency and that sounds
appealing. As for Ascend, Steve was nice enough to send me a spray sample of Ascend which i
am curious to try out. Im more privy to oils because of how long they last, but i hate that it takes an
hour more or less dependong on the environment before it actively starts working, and yet i hate
sprays because they may work right away, but in this environment, once it starts getting hot it will
burn off way too quick. If possible it would be nice to have oil and spray of everything but that would
leave my pocket pretty empty lol i dknt think i need to on that one since im sure most of you out
there are familiar with that
Ekscentra - May 3, 2015, 7:50 pm

(05-02-2015 6:44 PM)pherosloth Wrote: &nbsp;Seems most people would suggest p83 over p103
simply because of that build up factor. However, 103 may hit right away but if nothing is done with
the opportunity, it may actually work against you. Has anyone noticed a build up effect with p83
where it stops working After so long? And i think i found out a little something about latinas, and i
have a feeling based on some reactions at the store about high Androstenone, where even younger
than 20 like around 12ish or 13ish can notice it too. They all turned my way and held gaze. This is
what im looking for in the 20-30 range lol . This was using 2 drops Ascend behind each ear and
smeared across jawline, 1 drop Cohesion on the back of my neck around 9am, and 4 sprays SOB
(sample bottle), at about 10:30am. Then another 2 sample sprays SOB at about 2:30, and its true,
younger targets eat up that Androstenone up! Almost seems like the ones going into their fertile
parts of their menstrual cycle, but before i can actually claim that as a statement i will have to do
more testing. I can only imaginr what will happen if i use SOB+Turn Up The Heat+p75... also
anyone know which is actually better Between Turn Up The Heat and SOB?
Combining multiple high -Androstenone mixes is foolhardy. Just stick with S.O.B. and P75. I had
really good results combining 2 sprays Emperor with 5mcg P75, so perhaps Dionysus (the
replacement for Emperor) would be even better. I'd recommend adding TAC and P83 to this to
ensure maximum hits on younger targets, and more intense hits on older targets. P79, one of the
main steering molecules in Turn Up The Heat, may be a good addition as well, but it can be
unpredictable and is best at lower doses. A dose as low as 500ug may be best, in fact.
pherosloth - May 4, 2015, 1:15 am

High androstenon hits the hispanics and latinas in my area rather awesomely, which is why i had
that idea. On the other hand, i think there may be something with the androstenone causing a raise
in libido of these women who probably have an otherwise low amount. There may be something in
these molecules raising testosterone levels even if ever so slightly that turns them on, and this
seems to be done by high Androstenone. I've done as much as 6 sample sprays of SOB at one
time, and had great attention and responses from the ladies. Idk maybe my none porduction just
isn't that high, and maybe psychological, ethnic, or other factors make my body produce more of a
different phero than Androstenone. Then again i am 29 almost reaching 30 so my Androstenone

production is ramping down as is and i may be able to support more Androstenone use. Idk we are
all different, and in this case it may be no different. I figure that different people will require different
doses, and altough majority may share results i just may be one of those few who can go higher.
We will have to keep testing, and btw does the sample spray of SOB have cops? What about
sample oil bottle of Ascend? I would like to know before i order any of those products so i know
tosubtract cops or keep them in.
RTBoss - May 4, 2015, 2:33 am

(05-03-2015 8:15 PM)pherosloth Wrote: &nbsp;We will have to keep testing, and btw does the
sample spray of SOB have cops? What about sample oil bottle of Ascend? I would like to know
before i order any of those products so i know to subtract (sic) cops or keep them in.
All of the PheromoneXS sample sprays are exact to the product that you would purchase.
pherosloth - May 4, 2015, 5:55 am

That's good, that means that when i order something and it says what it says i know what im getting.
No mix ups and all. Going to place my order right now. Thanks for the info!
moe - May 4, 2015, 8:44 am

Also, Ascend comes in two flavours - with cops and without cops. But the version with cops is the
"default" version so I would say the samples come with cops
M.
Snoopyace - May 4, 2015, 3:21 pm

Grail of Affection 2 drops + Alpha Treasures 2 drops. It is basically THE MOST INTERESTING
MAN IN THE WORLD meets giant teddy bear that women can't resist. Tried this 2 times so far and
even though I'm married it has a human Velcro affect on women. Was propositioned twice in one
night at a bar by women who appeared pretty sober. One was mid thirties and Caucasian. The
other appeared either Italian or Latin descent, probably late 20's. I'm a pirate over 40 so this was a
bit surprising. Any woman who got in my cloud did the head snap and stare. I highly recommend it.
Evolve + SXD-9. Lots of KINO every time I wear this combo. KINO from other women in addition
to my bride. Lots of oral sex from my beauty whenever I wear this combo (she isn't normally THIS
enthusiastic). Also lots of attraction from other women.
Paradox - May 4, 2015, 3:59 pm

(05-04-2015 10:21 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Grail of Affection 2 drops + Alpha Treasures 2
drops. It is basically THE MOST INTERESTING MAN IN THE WORLD meets giant teddy bear that
women can't resist. Tried this 2 times so far and even though I'm married it has a human Velcro
affect on women. Was propositioned twice in one night at a bar by women who appeared pretty
sober. One was mid thirties and Caucasian. The other appeared either Italian or Latin descent,
probably late 20's.
Good for you! Can you clarify what "propositions" were made?
Sorry to bother you but as you know I have a real problem with married guys and their perceptions
of what pheromones are doing. Mostly because they have no follow up. So the proof of what is
really going on is often not there.
Just to give you and example the maker of Erox was on here bragging about how women were
attracted to him when he wore Erox but he couldn't do anything about it because he was married. As
it turns out the women were not as attracted as he perceived that they were.
Just trying to get clarification. Not personal, so please don't take it as such.

MMM - May 4, 2015, 4:01 pm

(05-04-2015 10:21 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Grail of Affection 2 drops + Alpha Treasures 2
drops. It is basically THE MOST INTERESTING MAN IN THE WORLD meets giant teddy bear that
women can't resist. Tried this 2 times so far and even though I'm married it has a human Velcro
affect on women. Was propositioned twice in one night at a bar by women who appeared pretty
sober. One was mid thirties and Caucasian. The other appeared either Italian or Latin descent,
probably late 20's. I'm a pirate over 40 so this was a bit surprising. Any woman who got in my cloud
did the head snap and stare. I highly recommend it.
Evolve + SXD-9. Lots of KINO every time I wear this combo. KINO from other women in addition
to my bride. Lots of oral sex from my beauty whenever I wear this combo (she isn't normally THIS
enthusiastic). Also lots of attraction from other women.
ParaD: "(she isn't normally THIS enthusiastic)"
Ratios that's getting you smoked, please?
Paradox - May 4, 2015, 4:21 pm

(05-04-2015 11:01 AM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;ParaD: "(she isn't normally THIS enthusiastic)"
Not talking about his wife's enthusiasm. Re read pls.
Snoopyace - May 4, 2015, 5:19 pm

One drop Evolve and one full pump SXD-9.
Evolve split between each side of my neck. SXD-9 spread on my hands and arms. No cover scent.

Propositioned as in they start out in my phero cloud at the bar for a few minutes. They start
chatting me up. They each individually ask if I want to go to the car for some fun (first one) or to
their apartment to 'hang out' (second one). Not much I can say about my perception of them being
more attracted to me than they were.
Paradox - May 4, 2015, 5:28 pm

(05-04-2015 12:19 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Propositioned as in they start out in my phero
cloud at the bar for a few minutes. They start chatting me up. They each individually ask if I want to
go to the car for some fun (first one) or to their apartment to 'hang out' (second one). Not much I
can say about my perception of them being more attracted to me than they were.
Thanks Rep+
kimosabe - May 5, 2015, 1:40 am

(05-04-2015 10:21 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Grail of Affection 2 drops + Alpha Treasures 2
drops. It is basically THE MOST INTERESTING MAN IN THE WORLD meets giant teddy bear that
women can't resist...
Now you know why I named this combo THA-HUG.
Snoopyace - May 5, 2015, 1:54 am

(05-04-2015 8:40 PM)kimosabe Wrote: &nbsp;Now you know why I named this combo THA-HUG.
Ahhh okay! I totally see why. Single guys would have a BLAST with this. I'm saving it for date
night with my Beautiful Bride.
pherosloth - May 5, 2015, 6:37 am

So my run of p75 was actually pretty cool. Had more heads turning my way in just today than ive
had the last couple months lol. This was with 1 2.5mcg spray and tomorrow i plan on running 2
spray gor 5mcg total and see what turns up.

Edit: this worked for hispanics and Asians at 2.5mcg. I want to see what 5 mcg does and who it
has staring my way. Science at its finest no?
Ekscentra - May 6, 2015, 12:24 am

Snoopy, have you tried a SXD-9 build-up with Evolve? I've run the SXD-9 build-up many times, and
the results are just incredible, even in highly-inhibited environments. I only had a chance to run it
with Evolve (spray) once, but I can see the mix has great potential. Let me know if you decide to
give this a shot!
pherosloth - May 6, 2015, 12:37 am

You make me want to get another bottle of SXD-9 damn it lol.
MMM - May 6, 2015, 1:39 am

(05-05-2015 7:24 PM)Ekscentra Wrote: &nbsp;Snoopy, have you tried a SXD-9 build-up with
Evolve? I've run the SXD-9 build-up many times, and the results are just incredible, even in
highly-inhibited environments. I only had a chance to run it with Evolve (spray) once, but I can see
the mix has great potential. Let me know if you decide to give this a shot!
I'm not Snoop, but may I have the instructions on that, please?
pherosloth - May 6, 2015, 2:10 am

Same here i may actually try it lol social sexual blend build up sounds neat. Can this be done with
a status blend? Like in essence increasing our worth to maybe a level that someone who identifies
with it could handle? If no one has tried it, i may do so for the sake of all of us pherousers. Maybe i
snag me a rich fish eh?
RTBoss - May 6, 2015, 11:21 pm

(05-05-2015 9:10 PM)pherosloth Wrote: &nbsp;Same here i may actually try it lol social sexual
blend build up sounds neat. Can this be done with a status blend? Like in essence increasing our
worth to maybe a level that someone who identifies with it could handle? If no one has tried it, i may
do so for the sake of all of us pherousers. Maybe i snag me a rich fish eh?
Social/sexual sledgehammer...Could it be - SOB, PSE, Voodoo? Mmm...Would be so interesting to
try. Would do it myself if I had an awesome opportunity to. Maybe that's what I'll wear tomorrow
when my lady research assistant/client trains tomorrow.
pherosloth - May 6, 2015, 11:59 pm

(05-06-2015 6:21 PM)RTBoss Wrote: &nbsp;Social/sexual sledgehammer...Could it be - SOB,
PSE, Voodoo? Mmm...Would be so interesting to try. Would do it myself if I had an awesome
opportunity to. Maybe that's what I'll wear tomorrow when my lady research assistant/client trains
tomorrow.
Damn i wish i had me some voodoo but LAL has been sold out for a while now, makes me sad sloth

SeekingSuccess - May 7, 2015, 1:03 am

(05-06-2015 6:59 PM)pherosloth Wrote: &nbsp;Damn i wish i had me some voodoo but LAL has
been sold out for a while now, makes me sad sloth Aww it is going to be ok sloth lol
pherosloth - May 7, 2015, 1:24 am

I can do without it. Actually, i can probably make my own Voodoo i just have to go deep into the
jingles of Africa to learn their rituals, cause god knows what's on the web can be misleading lol
moe - May 7, 2015, 9:12 am

Voodoo is available again!

edit: well.. in 2 days
M.
pherosloth - May 7, 2015, 2:32 pm

Oh noes don't get my hopes up lmao. Ill die if its not true xD.
darktiger - May 7, 2015, 6:13 pm

I got the email too.. Was Voodoo all that? What's special about it...
theLaw - May 7, 2015, 6:30 pm

(05-07-2015 1:13 PM)darktiger Wrote: &nbsp;I got the email too.. Was Voodoo all that? What's
special about it...
The most potentially intriguing aspect of Voodoo is how it may change with each exposure,
providing more compliance each time. If BW was Wolf on steroids, then VD might be NA on roids.
Terry mentioned this aspect, but I have yet to see anyone test it out, which is surprising given the
hype.
Ekscentra - May 7, 2015, 6:35 pm

(05-07-2015 1:30 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;The most potentially intriguing aspect of Voodoo is how
it may change with each exposure, providing more compliance each time. If BW was Wolf on
steroids, then VD might be NA on roids. Terry mentioned this aspect, but I have yet to see anyone
test it out, which is surprising given the hype. Bad Wolf sounds more like AV on steroids. If anything
is Wolf on steroids, it'd have to be Overdose. I'll also add that SXD-9 is Nude on steroids! Projection
aside, it's one of my favorite mixes ever for starting raunchy conversations in the most inappropriate
of places, especially with Evolve. I only tried that combo a few times, but it was truly incredible. A
sledgehammer mix indeed, and I intend to use it again with some P103 and/or P78 just to see how
far I can take this aspect of that combo. I can say that SXD-9 and Evolve works excellently with
either CORE or Bliss - I had a chance to try both, less-so with Bliss, and was very impressed,
though that was some time ago.
theLaw - May 7, 2015, 6:40 pm

(05-07-2015 1:35 PM)Ekscentra Wrote: &nbsp;Bad Wolf sounds more like AV on steroids. If
anything is Wolf on steroids, it'd have to be Overdose. I'll also add that SXD-9 is Nude on steroids!
Projection aside, it's one of my favorite mixes ever for starting raunchy conversations in the most
inappropriate of places, especially with Evolve. I only tried that combo a few times, but it was truly
incredible. A sledgehammer mix indeed, and I intend to use it again with some P103 and/or P78 just
to see how far I can take this aspect of that combo. I can say that SXD-9 and Evolve works
excellently with either CORE or Bliss - I had a chance to try both, less-so with Bliss, and was very
impressed, though that was some time ago.
I think that Phertest called BW "wolf on crack". I would say that the leadership quality vs actual
attraction is what makes it closer to Wolf.
Just to clarify the mix suggested above, was it :
BW + Evolve
or
SXD-9 + Evolve

........and dosage?
Thanks!
pherosloth - May 9, 2015, 9:22 am

Anyone know when Voodoo will hit the shelves? I am egearly awaiting its release so i can buy.
kimosabe - May 9, 2015, 9:24 am

Saturday the 9th of May at 12:00 noon Hawaii time (click for source email.)
jjs1234 - May 9, 2015, 7:43 pm

Whats great about vodoo, what exactly does vodoo do and why is Gary going to Africa or wherever
for this secret ingredient?
Is it a sexual or something?
pherosloth - May 9, 2015, 8:08 pm

Voodoo is a product meant to engrain you into a person's mind, and by description seems tl be like
a roided up NA mixed with Imprint. Moat anyone wants women to chase them, and the only way
this can be done is by engraining yourself into someone's psyche. This product i suppose is like
imprint where it engrains into one's mind but also gives them that idea you can do anything as well.
But since i haven't tried it yet i can't really comment all too well on it. But best be assured i eill be
testing it out.
pherosloth - May 10, 2015, 12:53 am

Well i ordered Voodoo and will be testing soon. When i get it and test out for a few days ill report
back... I asked Garry for a double dosing of witchy shit cause i love magic.
pherosloth - May 10, 2015, 4:21 am

Btw anyone know hpw long P83 lasts on the skin? I have been searching through forum after forum
for the last 2 hours and i can't find anything on duration of it. I applied it roughly around 4pm and ive
been out in what would appear to be 80-95 degree dry weather. Would i be safe to add abother
few sprays or would i need to wait a wbile longer? Also i will be trying P83 and Voodoo to see what
it would be like, but thats for another discussion.
ahyour - May 10, 2015, 4:03 pm

If I can get back to the topic of the thread â€“ Sledgehammer mixed. While I donâ€™t know if this
meet all the criteria in your thread, I do think it is â€˜honorable mentionâ€™. I have been hanging
around the forum for some time now, but I have never felt like sharing anything as am no expert.
Mix â€“ NA + 2 spray Xist applied in the morning. 2 spray SOB + 1 spray taboo, applied towards
the evening.
Application points are, back of the ear, Adams apple, wrist and temple.
There wasnâ€™t a target in mind actually, I have been using and testing a couple of mones alone
and now just starting to combine a couple for testing.
Anyways, on this particular day I wore the first mixed with the aim of just seeing how some of the
ladies at work respond to it having seen the respond to each individually, I thought it might be a
good idea to test them together for a couple of days. Well, the result was not really different than
when I use each alone, plus it was the first day and havenâ€™t really escalate things one way or
the other. So after about 6 hours and getting ready to leave work I decided to apply the second part
of the mix hoping to OD and watch for the reactions.
As I was walking to my vehicle , I noticed a lady that I have been trying so hard to expose to my

mone cloud but hasnâ€™t really happen, only the occasional hi as her walk past. This day however
she was walking right into me! So I stopped as she gets closer to give the indication that am not just
going to say hi this time and walk past. She stopped right in front of me and we chatting for about
10mins, mainly work and life related. As she was saying bye, I moved closer and she sense that I
was going to give her a hug so she responded and we hugged. As she pull away, I asked if she
wanted to grab a coffee sometimes, she responded by saying, she is actually meeting with a lady
friend right now, you welcome to join us if you want? Guess what I said? After her friend had left, we
stayed and flirt with each other for another 30mins or so. Then I said fuck it am just going to through
caution to the wind and invite her to my place, I have to say I wasnâ€™t really surprise when she
gladly accepted.
At my place, we had a couple of drinks and she told me, ever since I stopped her at the parking lot,
all she could think about is how sexy I was and how she wanted to fuck me to bad! And believe me
that is what she/we did! All through the night atleast 6-7 times, we were both so sore the next
morning! Right now we are â€˜fuck buddiesâ€™!
ahyour - May 10, 2015, 4:03 pm

If I can get back to the topic of the thread â€“ Sledgehammer mixed. While I donâ€™t know if this
meet all the criteria in your thread, I do think it is â€˜honorable mentionâ€™. I have been hanging
around the forum for some time now, but I have never felt like sharing anything as am no expert.
Mix â€“ NA + 2 spray Xist applied in the morning. 2 spray SOB + 1 spray taboo, applied towards
the evening.
Application points are, back of the ear, Adams apple, wrist and temple.
There wasnâ€™t a target in mind actually, I have been using and testing a couple of mones alone
and now just starting to combine a couple for testing.
Anyways, on this particular day I wore the first mixed with the aim of just seeing how some of the
ladies at work respond to it having seen the respond to each individually, I thought it might be a
good idea to test them together for a couple of days. Well, the result was not really different than
when I use each alone, plus it was the first day and havenâ€™t really escalate things one way or
the other. So after about 6 hours and getting ready to leave work I decided to apply the second part
of the mix hoping to OD and watch for the reactions.
As I was walking to my vehicle , I noticed a lady that I have been trying so hard to expose to my
mone cloud but hasnâ€™t really happen, only the occasional hi as her walk past. This day however
she was walking right into me! So I stopped as she gets closer to give the indication that am not just
going to say hi this time and walk past. She stopped right in front of me and we chatting for about
10mins, mainly work and life related. As she was saying bye, I moved closer and she sense that I
was going to give her a hug so she responded and we hugged. As she pull away, I asked if she
wanted to grab a coffee sometimes, she responded by saying, she is actually meeting with a lady
friend right now, you welcome to join us if you want? Guess what I said? After her friend had left, we
stayed and flirt with each other for another 30mins or so. Then I said fuck it am just going to through
caution to the wind and invite her to my place, I have to say I wasnâ€™t really surprise when she
gladly accepted.
At my place, we had a couple of drinks and she told me, ever since I stopped her at the parking lot,
all she could think about is how sexy I was and how she wanted to fuck me to bad! And believe me
that is what she/we did! All through the night atleast 6-7 times, we were both so sore the next
morning! Right now we are â€˜fuck buddiesâ€™!
RTBoss - May 10, 2015, 4:15 pm

(05-10-2015 11:03 AM)ahyour Wrote: &nbsp;Mix â€“ NA + 2 spray Xist applied in the morning. 2
spray SOB + 1 spray taboo, applied towards the evening.
Application points are, back of the ear, Adams apple, wrist and temple.
Nice! There is a thread for successful lay reports - here's the link:

Sexual Encounters! Thread
When you get a spare moment, it'd be great if you posted there by answering the questions in the
first post.
In the meantime, what was your dosage for Nude Alpha? And which 'mones went to which
application points at what times?
Thanks, man.
ahyour - May 10, 2015, 5:09 pm

(05-10-2015 11:15 AM)RTBoss Wrote: &nbsp;Nice! There is a thread for successful lay reports here's the link:
Sexual Encounters! Thread
When you get a spare moment, it'd be great if you posted there by answering the questions in the
first post.
In the meantime, what was your dosage for Nude Alpha? And which 'mones went to which
application points at what times?
Thanks, man.

NA was applied to the back of my ear, I let it dry in and then 2 spray of Xist to my temple, one on
each side. This was around 11am. I have the roll on for NA, I tested different dosage and different
pulse points, what I found/noticed is rolling it up and down the back of each of my ear twice is
enough to get some kind of a reaction, I have used a much high dosage as well, but didnâ€™t really
notice any different between little and more so rather than just wasting the mone by applying more,
this is my usual dosage.
Around 5pm - SOB, I sprayed to my Adams apple, this is usually my application point for heavy
sexual products. After that I apply just one spray of taboo to my wrist and rub them together.
Ekscentra - May 10, 2015, 6:53 pm

(05-07-2015 1:40 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;I think that Phertest called BW "wolf on crack". I would
say that the leadership quality vs actual attraction is what makes it closer to Wolf.
Just to clarify the mix suggested above, was it :
BW + Evolve
or
SXD-9 + Evolve

........and dosage?
Thanks!
That would be SXD-9 and Evolve. Snoopyace always had success with this mix, but I personally
like to use it on a SXD-9 build-up. The first day, 2 pumps of SXD-9, and 1 pump each day after that.

I want to say this mix was used on the 3rd or 4th day of the build-up, and the dose of Evolve was 2
sample sprays, equal to one spray of Evolve. The effects will get more intense the longer you go on
the build-up, this due to the SXD-9, not the Evolve. I expect Evolve Oil would be even better, but I
haven't had the chance to use this yet. The dose of CORE used in another instance was 2 sprays,
and I believe I used 3 the second time - that was in addition to the Evolve and SXD-9. The other
addition of Bliss was used again at just two sample sprays, or one spray from a full bottle. Bliss Oil I
also haven't tried.
I haven't used Bad Wolf yet, and frankly, it's not high on my list. The self-effects seem more
detrimental than anything. Wolf on crack is right, quite literally. The ego-boost certainly sounds a lot
like cocaine, and I can confirm it's almost identical to the ego boost I get on D-Amphetamine. Most
users are likely hyping up the results due to the strong self-effects, but this is no more than an ego
boost. *Not* attractive in the least, and not exactly what I'd expect for "leadership qualities" either.
moneranger - May 10, 2015, 7:44 pm

(05-09-2015 7:53 PM)pherosloth Wrote: &nbsp;Well i ordered Voodoo and will be testing soon.
When i get it and test out for a few days ill report back... I asked Garry for a double dosing of witchy
shit cause i love magic.
If you love magick, then its a great
Recently I realized Garry put a "Incite Lust Sigil" on Voodoo bottle is no joke
I don't know it'll need offering or not
You can always ask him
pherosloth - May 10, 2015, 10:19 pm

(05-10-2015 2:44 PM)moneranger Wrote: &nbsp;If you love magick, then its a great
Recently I realized Garry put a "Incite Lust Sigil" on Voodoo bottle is no joke
I don't know it'll need offering or not
You can always ask him
Ill sacrifice an animal just incase. The gods always love a good sacrifice in their name
RTBoss - May 11, 2015, 3:51 am

(05-10-2015 1:53 PM)Ekscentra Wrote: &nbsp;Bliss Oil I also haven't tried.
There is an oil version of Bliss?
pherosloth - May 11, 2015, 4:09 am

Not that i see, only spray is shown on the site.
Ekscentra - May 12, 2015, 10:59 pm

(05-10-2015 10:51 PM)RTBoss Wrote: &nbsp;There is an oil version of Bliss? It was a limited
edition, and sadly hasn't returned as yet.
D_Darko - May 14, 2015, 6:47 pm

You weren't kidding about the Evolve oil + SXD-9 combo Snoopyace. Reps.
I tried it out last weekend, though I must confess I added 30 mcg of P83 to heat things up a bit as I
was out at a fullpacked bar. Plenty of attraction here, women were checking me out big time.
Opened a lot of chicks who responded very well to my advances. One of my buddies' girlfriends (I
think they might be dating, but I'm not sure) showed me a lot of kino and kept getting close to smell
my neck. She then invited me to smell her neck.
The combo seems to be very guyfriendly as well. Some random drunk dude bought me some
beers, other dudes I talked to responded well also. All my guyfriends liked the sig as well.

I got some numbers during the night. One blonde with epic tits I was talking to at the bar was really
feeling frisky. The bar was packed and she complained she couldn't get any service. She had a
cleavage that this man approved of. Anyway, she said maybe she would get some service if she
leaned her boobs on top of the barcounter, which she proceeded to do to my delight. Well, let's just
say she got serviced pretty quick ;).
This other bigchested blonde I just briefly talked to at the end of the night invited me to come with
her to the Seven Eleven nearby to get some food. As we were eating she asked me where I lived.
Unfortunately I live some distance away. She said she lives close by but has a boyfriend, so we
parted ways. Had my place been near there, I imagine things would have gone down a bit different
;).
Solid combo for nights out that I definitely plan to use again.
SeekingSuccess - May 14, 2015, 6:51 pm

(05-14-2015 1:47 PM)D_Darko Wrote: &nbsp;You weren't kidding about the Evolve oil + SXD-9
combo Snoopyace. Reps.
I tried it out last weekend, though I must confess I added 30 mcg of P83 to heat things up a bit as I
was out at a fullpacked bar. Plenty of attraction here, women were checking me out big time.
Opened a lot of chicks who responded very well to my advances. One of my buddies' girlfriends (I
think they might be dating, but I'm not sure) showed me a lot of kino and kept getting close to smell
my neck. She then invited me to smell her neck.
The combo seems to be very guyfriendly as well. Some random drunk dude bought me some
beers, other dudes I talked to responded well also. All my guyfriends liked the sig as well.
I got some numbers during the night. One blonde with epic tits I was talking to at the bar was really
feeling frisky. The bar was packed and she complained she couldn't get any service. She had a
cleavage that this man approved of. Anyway, she said maybe she would get some service if she
leaned her boobs on top of the barcounter, which she proceeded to do to my delight. Well, let's just
say she got serviced pretty quick ;).
This other bigchested blonde I just briefly talked to at the end of the night invited me to come with
her to the Seven Eleven nearby to get some food. As we were eating she asked me where I lived.
Unfortunately I live some distance away. She said she lives close by but has a boyfriend, so we
parted ways. Had my place been near there, I imagine things would have gone down a bit different
;).
Solid combo for nights out that I definitely plan to use again. Repped. These are the kinds of posts I
look for on a daily basis
moe - May 14, 2015, 10:24 pm

D_Darko what were the dosages please
cheers
M.
MMM - May 15, 2015, 2:13 pm

(05-14-2015 5:24 PM)moe Wrote: &nbsp;D_Darko what were the dosages please
cheers
M.

Bumped for that answer, Darko!
D_Darko - May 15, 2015, 7:32 pm

You guys . It was the same dosage Snoopyace recommended. 1 drop of Evolve oil and 1 pump of
the smurf gel. Going out with the same combo tonight ;).
ultraf20 - June 15, 2015, 3:46 am

New poster but long time phero user.
I will have to say that this post has given me the most blatant and success of any Pheromones I
have used.
So I am 48 and hang out some of the strip clubs where I live. Not to mess with he dancers but
because I know all the managers and staff and hang out with them as a regular club. The reason I
stat that is I know that tipping well gives certain results and I know what to expect.
So here is what happened. And I may have went a over board but do seem to wear this well and
have duplicated this with this mix.
Evolve oil + Voodoo + SXD-9 + Alpha Maschio + true love. 2 drops of evolve rubbed on wrist and
neck. 5 day ramp up of SXD-9, 3 drops (hard to control exact amount as the oil is a bit thin and
runs), to side of neck and back of neck. 1.5 drops of true love to front of neck above chest and alpha
as a cover for the evolve.
This is a long story will tell more if you want but
Friday 2 weeks ago first club the bartender and waitresses paid more attention to me then normal
and were very clingy and touchy especially one of the female bartenders who seemed to tell me
everything and told me she was going to Spain for school for 2 month but wanted to get together for
diner when she get back and asked for my number and email.
Second club a little later I added a spray of 297 from AD on the wrist. Met a new bartender that was
there and could just see the look in her eyes. She then said she wanted to play the 3 questions
game without really knowing me. The question were pretty personal and blatant. She opened up a
lot.
Now I am a strong personality and have a lot of fun and people do like to be around me. so I am
trying to leave and she keeps pushing the conversation.
The next week comes around and I use the same mix. The first bartender is even more clingy and
kept thanking me for being so kind to her and she gave me her phone number so when she get
back we can have dinner.
I go to the second club and see the new bartender again. (she is blond mid twenties). She is very
open again more than she is with other clients. So I ask her how many times she thought of me
during the week she blushed and said everyday. A little later she gave me her number and told me
she wanted mine and she has been testing me everyday. We are supposed to get together when
she gets back from a funeral later this week. She did bring up how good I smelled.
Granted I am a strong strait forward person that can control interaction well but I have never have
these kind of hard hitting fall outs with anything I have tried thus far.
This is a lot more to this story that makes this even more obvious but this is the jest of it.
I will let you know with my testing again next weekend.
DrChocolate - August 19, 2016, 6:43 am

The law!!! Thought I should share with ya mate and everyone. This is a powerful mix that gave me

the sledge hammer effect. Test environment is similar to urs. Dosage,,, u may have to tweak it to
suit ur personal Pheromones levels. Am 32 Sri Lankan Spanish mix. So mine is
2LB +2 taboo + 2xist with 2 AM + 2ascend. Applicationspoints are different (not overlapped) no
cover scent. Just the aqua di Gio psx scent in built by Stevo.
Please read:
http://pherotruth.com/Thread-LB-Xist-Taboo-SOB?highlight=Taboo
Hits: DITH, DEEP EYE CONTACT (with massive dilated pupils), LADIES' LEGS POINTED AT THE
DRIVER SIDE SO MANY TIMES, NUMBER CLOSE AND BASICALLY GETTING LAID. (a few
times too)
Oh and I forgot to mention, ascend that am using is the one with the copulins. Dirty primitive and
ascend both have a very strong smell of copulins. For the ones who aren't sure what it smells like,
well go down on ur lady when she's close to ovulation, u'll smell the same smell in her down there. U
may have to spray a cover cologne to get rid of that smell. But damn I like that smell so I like to keep
it. Lol. But if u're taken or married, u definitely have to cover it, otherwise ur gf/wife won't be happy.
Trust me the ladies can pick it. Lol. Have fun, and keep a smile. U'll be surprised what a simple
smile can do that Pheromones can't do alone.
P.S. BTW Alfa maschio by itself is a powerful blend alone. But the game is a little harder. With the
abovementioned combo the game is super easy. Provided u say the right thing at the right time. And
u have to be friendly. These are clients that I just met me in the car.
DrChocolate - August 19, 2016, 7:08 am

Oh and the cover smell of AM is leather and steel. Boy that fragrance is good. Chris did an
awesome job on that one. Kudos to him. I love that fragrance.
theLaw - August 19, 2016, 12:48 pm

(08-19-2016 2:08 AM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Oh and the cover smell of AM is leather and
steel. Boy that fragrance is good. Chris did an awesome job on that one. Kudos to him. I love that
fragrance.
Thanks for the mix suggestion!
Unfortunately, AM has been dead in the water since AD had all of the quality issues last year.
Cheers!
DrChocolate - August 20, 2016, 4:36 am

True? Works for me like a charm but? Cos AM is the only product that gives me selfies. The other
ones don't give me selfises but work on others. Had luck with AM alone for that matter on 2 sprays.
theLaw - August 20, 2016, 1:56 pm

(08-19-2016 11:36 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;True? Works for me like a charm but? Cos AM is
the only product that gives me selfies. The other ones don't give me selfises but work on others.
Had luck with AM alone for that matter on 2 sprays.
AM worked at very low doses for some guys, so even with the diluted formula, it might do the
trick.........just not as good as earlier versions.
The Canuck - December 11, 2018, 7:35 pm

(08-19-2016 1:43 AM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;The law!!! Thought I should share with ya mate
and everyone. This is a powerful mix that gave me the sledge hammer effect. Test environment is

similar to urs. Dosage,,, u may have to tweak it to suit ur personal Pheromones levels. Am 32 Sri
Lankan Spanish mix. So mine is
2LB +2 taboo + 2xist with 2 AM + 2ascend. Applicationspoints are different (not overlapped) no
cover scent. Just the aqua di Gio psx scent in built by Stevo.
Please read:
http://pherotruth.com/Thread-LB-Xist-Taboo-SOB?highlight=Taboo
Hits: DITH, DEEP EYE CONTACT (with massive dilated pupils), LADIES' LEGS POINTED AT THE
DRIVER SIDE SO MANY TIMES, NUMBER CLOSE AND BASICALLY GETTING LAID. (a few
times too)
Oh and I forgot to mention, ascend that am using is the one with the copulins. Dirty primitive and
ascend both have a very strong smell of copulins. For the ones who aren't sure what it smells like,
well go down on ur lady when she's close to ovulation, u'll smell the same smell in her down there. U
may have to spray a cover cologne to get rid of that smell. But damn I like that smell so I like to keep
it. Lol. But if u're taken or married, u definitely have to cover it, otherwise ur gf/wife won't be happy.
Trust me the ladies can pick it. Lol. Have fun, and keep a smile. U'll be surprised what a simple
smile can do that Pheromones can't do alone.
P.S. BTW Alfa maschio by itself is a powerful blend alone. But the game is a little harder. With the
abovementioned combo the game is super easy. Provided u say the right thing at the right time. And
u have to be friendly. These are clients that I just met me in the car.
Do you mind me asking what is LB? And do you think I can substitute Ascend with DP or other
product since I don't have it now?
justintime469 - December 12, 2018, 9:50 am

I don't know if you have any P96, but if I had to pick just 1 single molecule for your project this is it
hands down! With P96 I can wear a very heavy sexual/status mix and pull it off anywhere with
10-15mcg of this stuff.
theLaw - December 12, 2018, 2:36 pm

(12-11-2018 2:35 PM)The Canuck Wrote: &nbsp;Do you mind me asking what is LB? And do you
think I can substitute Ascend with DP or other product since I don't have it now?
DrC hasn't posted in a while, but LB = Love Boat from PXS.
Ascend (w/cops) and DP both have cops, but are different animals all together. Ascend is much
more concentrated and stronger than DP. As far as I know, it's the highest mcg concentration of
mones per bottle on the market.
The Canuck - December 21, 2018, 1:55 am

(05-02-2015 5:17 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;For details, please check my other posts.
Successful mixes include the following products so far :
Evolve
Cohesion
SOB
AM
Ascend
Xist (spray only)
Is there a final list for successful mixes ?

I tried AM (2018) + Glace, and AM (2018) + Cohesion and I found that it works but you need to
drive the conversation. (with Glace I found it smoother).
Snoopyace - December 21, 2018, 2:01 am

(12-20-2018 8:55 PM)The Canuck Wrote: &nbsp;Is there a final list for successful mixes ?
The list is always evolving. My personal favorite is The Love God but I'm biased.
theLaw - December 21, 2018, 3:01 am

(12-20-2018 8:55 PM)The Canuck Wrote: &nbsp;Is there a final list for successful mixes ?
I tried AM (2018) + Glace, and AM (2018) + Cohesion and I found that it works but you need to
drive the conversation. (with Glace I found it smoother).
No final list, but all of those mentioned are pretty strong, especially in close quarters. You can also
check my Uber thread for more mixes.
Personally, I would need to disqualify any products from Alpha Dream given their quality control
issues; just too risky.
I also tried The Love God in the same environment, but didn't really see much. However, my
previous tests were with night-time driving, and TLG was tested only during the day, so not a fair
comparison.
The Canuck - December 21, 2018, 3:10 am

(12-20-2018 10:01 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;No final list, but all of those mentioned are pretty
strong, especially in close quarters. You can also check my Uber thread for more mixes.
Personally, I would need to disqualify any products from Alpha Dream given their quality control
issues; just too risky.
I also tried The Love God in the same environment, but didn't really see much. However, my
previous tests were with night-time driving, and TLG was tested only during the day, so not a fair
comparison.
I agree with AD quality control, but AM 2018 was literally my first product and ig would go to waste.
There are definitely better equivalent products to AM out there.
What thread are you referring to ? Could you post a link here ?
MisterY - January 14, 2019, 5:21 am

(06-14-2015 10:46 PM)ultraf20 Wrote: &nbsp;New poster but long time phero user.
...
This is a lot more to this story that makes this even more obvious but this is the jest of it.
I will let you know with my testing again next weekend.
Joined July of 2014. Only made one post in June of 2015. Never heard from again.
I always wonder about posters like this. Think he got too busy with all the strippers/bartenders
banging him and he forgot to post again in this forum?

